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Snipitz is Changing Media Forever with its Content 
Delivery Interface. The way we watch content will 
never be the same again.

- Denny Darmo | Founder & President 
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Great ideas and companies often come out of the toughest of times. Snipitz is no 
different. Founder Denny Darmo and Dr. Igg Adiwijaya, PhD founded Snipitz in 
September 2019 right before the COVID pandemic. Already bored by entertainment 
options on TV, even before we were all isolated, Denny and Dr. Igg knew there had to 
be a better way to truly engage viewers. Together, they set out to provide viewers a 
simple choice – choose from multiple camera perspectives while watching 
streaming content. The continuation of lockdown and the evaporation of being able 
to attend a live event in 2020 only amplified the solution needed for the future of 
media and entertainment.

In November of 2019, Denny and Prof.. Igg were joined by Yogie Kusman and Leo Nap 
and the Snipitz CDI - Content Delivery Interface was born. With a crew of 
passionate in-house developers located in Indonesia, a company headquarters 
established in North Dallas, TX, and company leadership working across the US, the 
capabilities of the Snipitz application and developer team have expanded rapidly.

Now, with over 25 team members globally, Snipitz is positioned for rapid continued 
development for an enterprise launch in 2022. Behind the scenes actions at Snipits 
currently include planning for investment rounds and working with enterprise 
partners within the sports and entertainment industries.
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Within the Snipitz Content 
Delivery Interface (CDI), viewers 
of live content can choose the 
camera angles they want to 
watch from and when. They 
become the viewer and the 
producer. Imagine watching a 
professional football game from 
the camera angles of your choice.
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Snipitz can act as a stand alone 
app or plug-in solution, adding a 
more engaging and intuitive 
experience to existing 
platforms, using their existing 
content. 

For existing enterprise video 
content providers, adding Snipitz 
maximizes viewership on existing 
investments, providing new ad 
space with analytics to be used 
more effectively.

As a broadcaster and content 
creator, you own what you 
produce - plain and simple.

Snipitz is designed to embrace a 
relationship with viewers so that 
they are able to connect with 
video content and others 
authentically improving 
retention..

The Snipitz app combines the 
platform’s CDI with the ability to 
share content to outside social 
media platforms for community, 
sharing, engagement, and more.
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Snipitz Enterprise Application
Providing the ability for viewers to choose the camera angle to watch and toggle 
between, imagine watching any of the following with multiple camera views available:
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● Broadcast sports
● Concerts and entertainment
● Theater
● Curated shows
● News broadcasts 
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Snipitz Way
What we stand for, day in and out, is what matters to us most. While Snipitz is a game 
changing CDI, our Snipitz crew is what makes the company great now and well into the 
future.

The Snipitz Way allows us to excel personally and professionally every day.

Curiosity
We are always curious to 
learn more and push 
ourselves to iterate and 
debate for the best 
outcomes.

Freedom
We firmly believe in the 
freedom of opinion and 
perspective. We empower 
each individual’s voice to 
contribute to the success 
of Snipitz.

Responsibility
We focus on solutions to 
be victorious. We own 
what we do and strive to 
continuously learn.

Audacity
We dare to change the 
media landscape.

Respect
We value users, who 
create content and own 
the information about 
themselves.

Determination
We try and try again to 
tackle a problem.

Quality
We are building a user 
experience that is unlike 
anything on this planet.
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Snipitz Experience

We are the first video Content Delivery Interface that allows the viewer to choose their 
camera perspectives when watching a live or pre-recorded event.

Multiple Incoming Broadcast

Taps into camera feeds with zero 
disruption

Diverse Viewing Experience

Keeps viewers engaged and on the platform 
longer 

Enhanced Live Streaming

Social Media component featuring content 
creation capability

Snipz Video Clipping 
Experience
Allows viewer to take a “snip” of a desired 
portion of a running video stream
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Company Leadership

https://www.linkedin.com/in/denny-darmo/

The visionary for Snipitz and the platform’s Content Delivery Interface, Denny has over 30 years 
of experience within the securities and investment marketplace. Perfectly positioning Snipitz 
for development and investment, Denny is insistent that his application be one that supports 
independent thought and allows the world to connect freely.
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Denny Darmo
Founder & President

https://www.linkedin.com/in/igg-adiwijaya-ph-d-professional-dreamer-8085b91/

‘Professor Igg’ is the heartbeat behind Snipitz’s development. Having over 30 years of 
leadership experience within cyber security and application development, Professor Igg 
provides a crucial point of expertise to ensure that Snipitz provides users what they need in 
experience and secure data transfer.

Dr. Igg Adiwijaya, Ph.D
Co-Founder, Commissioner & Technologist

https://www.linkedin.com/in/amanda-prochaska/

Coming from executive leadership positions at Fortune companies such as MGM, Kellogg, and 
Kraft-Heinz, Amanda leads the operational excellence of taking Snipitz as a technology start-up 
into a company with millions of users to come. With unsurpassed leadership, Amanda 
empowers all members of the team to work within the ‘Snipitz Way’. 

Amanda Prochaska
Director of Operations

https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardetaylorjr/

Coming from a career as an executive in public service with the US Marshals, Rick provides an 
organizational background like no other as the Director of Finance. With bold leadership in 
guiding the needed direction for success, Rick balances the important need for maximum 
development with funding needs.

Rick Taylor
Director of Finance
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/deborahcolitas/

A seasoned specialist in business development, communications, and marketing, Deb’s long 
standing career as a serial entrepreneur provides Snipitz with hustle and creativity. Deb is 
launching Snipitz differently in communicating that the end user is in charge of their decisions 
on the platform from the very beginning.

Deb Colitas
Director of Marketing & Communications



Research & Direction
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Snipitz is here to cure the need for more advanced broadcasting. A relationship of 

deeper engagement is available for both the producer of content and the viewer.

As a company, we look forward to supporting deep needs within the sports and 

entertainment industries that have already been proven to raise viewership and 

revenue:

● Sporting events accounted for 86% of live-streamed content. (99 Firms, 2019)

● Sport properties that invest in maximizing fan engagement will a 24% uplift in 

subscriber acquisition. (PwC’s Survey, 2020)

● Companies that use video features grow revenue 49% faster than non-video 

users. (Wordstream, 2020)

● Enhanced user experience is the future of sport consumption. (PwC’s Sports 

Survey 2020)
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Press
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New highlights of Snipitz continue to grow in the sports and entertainment 

industries. For the most up-to-date listing of where Snipitz has been 

featured, please visit our ‘In The News’ page: 

https://www.snipitz.app/in-the-news/

For more information and interview requests please 
contact :

Deb Colitas
Director of Marketing & Communications

media@snipitz.app

https://www.linkedin.com/company/snipitz/

https://www.facebook.com/we.are.snipitz

@snipitz.app

@snipitz.app

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgy6SOXA2oJb
CtgGnTWKXLA
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